Two-in-one ultraviolet persistent luminescent catalyst suitable for high concentration photodegradation.
Heterogeneous photodegradation is limited at high catalyst concentrations because of the scattering and reflection of the particulate catalysts. To further improve the efficiency of photodegradation and the use of space in photoreactors at high catalyst concentrations, Ga3+ was doped into Zn2SiO4 to introduce positively charged traps to capture photo-generated electrons and, thus, achieve long lifetime charge separation. In this strategy, Zn2SiO4:Ga3+ was obtained as a two-in-one (persistent luminescence and catalysis) persistent photocatalyst for the efficient photodegradation of a household insecticide, permethrin. Zn2SiO4:Ga3+ possesses an UV afterglow property. Zn2SiO4:Ga3+ can store UV irradiation energy as long lifetime separated electron/hole pairs at the solution surface and then deliver this energy deep into the bulk of the solution, thus taking full advantage of the photoreactor. High catalyst concentrations are preferred for improving the persistent photodegradation efficiency. The UV persistent photocatalytic strategy and the persistent Zn2SiO4:Ga3+ catalyst are significant for designing fast photocatalytic reactors with high catalyst concentrations.